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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everyone, I am David Lippman with the Las Virgenes MWD and today I want to tell  you about our Pure Water Project, a indirect potable reuse project using surface water augmentation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows the outline of the Malibu Creek Watershed a 110 acre watershed that spans both Los Angeles and Ventura counties.  The watershed includes (left to right) Lake Sherwood, Westlake Lake and Malibou Lake The Las Virgenes MWD was formed in 1958 (we are celebrating our 60th  anniversary this year) to provide potable water service to the region which is very poor in local water resources. There is very little ground water and what ground water there is of very poor quality.  One well in Agoura was actually named Old Stinky.  Las Virgenes provides service to (left to right) WLV, AH, Calabasas, HH and unincorported LA Co in the SMM, Westhills and ChatsworthIn 1964 the district formed a Joint Powers Authority with Triunfo Sanitation District to provide wastewater treatment to the region primarily in the Malibu Creek Watershed I will refer to the Joint Powers Authority as the JPAJPA facilities include the Tapia Water Reclamation Facility a 12 MGD activated sludge plant that produces about 10,000 AF of recycled water annuallyThe WAS comingled with primary sludge is pumped to our Rancho Las Virgenes Composting Facility where it is digested, dewatered and composted resulted in great soil amendmentIn the western portion of the District we have the 10,000 AF Las Virgenes Reservoir and the 18 MGD Westlake Filter Plant.  We use the reservoir and filter plant as a peaking plant to help meet summer time demands and during emergencies or when there are planned shut downs of our MWD supply. Describe MWD and our turn outsThe Watershed drains to famous Surfrider Beach and the Malibu Lagoon which plays an important role in our decision to move forward with the Pure Water project
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JPA Accomplishments
1. Water Recycling

– 60% of wastewater flow reused in the community

2. Composting
– $50M facility to treat 100% of the biosolids locally, eliminating impact 

to Malibu Creek

3. Nutrient Reduction
– $11M in nutrient reduction facilities to meet the 2003 Nutrient TMDL

4. Creek Avoidance
– About $600,000/yr. to divert flow from  Apr 15 to Nov 15 since 1997

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The JPA is proud of our accomplishmentsSince the 1970 we have provided recycled water for irrigation and of the 10,000 AF we produce annually about 60% is reused in the purple pipe system as far east as Calabasas Park all the way to Lake SherwoodOur Composting Plant opened in 1994 and we give away to the community virtually all of the compost producedSince 2003 we have made a 11 million investment in nutrient reduction facilities at TapiaAnd every year we spend up to $600,000 to divert flow from Malibu Creek between April and November
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Major Challenges/Opportunities
• Address RW supply/demand imbalance
• Meet regulatory requirements for discharge

– Total Maximum Daily Loads 
– Discharge prohibition (April 15 to November 15)
– Flow augmentation (November 16 to April 14) 

• Maximize beneficial reuse
• Minimize impacts to cost of service
• Improve drought resiliency and supply reliability
• Reduce dependence on imported water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are may major challenges the JPA is facing that also create opportunities for us:First there is the imbalance of recycled water supply and demand that I will describe in the next slideThen we need to meet very stringent regulatory requirement for discharge to Malibu Creek in particular nutrientsNext we must comply with A discharge prohibition and a requirement to augment creek flow.  There are two endangered species in Malibu Creek, the steel head trout and the tide water gobbie.  The SWA required the prohibition from discharging between April 15 and November 15 yet the ESA requires that we discharge to maintain creek flows of 2.5 cfs during this same periodThe JPA also desires to maximize the beneficial use of recycled waterLike all agencies we need to minimize impacts to the cost of serviceA pressing need is also to improve drought resiliency and improve local water supply reliability andAnd lastly we want To reduce our dependence on costly imported water, Las Virgenes relies 100% on imported water from MWD for its drinking water supply
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Supply/Demand Imbalance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The supply of recycled water is pretty constant thru out the year because the amount of sewage that flows into Tapia does not change very much because it is all from indoor use.  Except for large rain events when there is excessive I&I.  During major rain events we have seen peaks as high as 30 MGD at the plant.However because the majority of recycled water demand is for irrigation we see wide swings in demand.  With low demands in the winter and high demands in the summer.This creates excess recycled water during the winter and a shortage of recycled water in the summer.  During the summer we supplement the recycled water system with potable water and groundwater.  The potable water is added to the system using air gaps and we discharge ground water to SS where it is treated at TapiaWe discharge the excess recycled water Malibu Creek except during the discharge prohibition in late April and early May and in early November.  During these times which we call the shoulder months we discharge water to LA River by pumping it to Calabasas using the purple pipe system and use spray fields in Malibu Canyon.However as you will see shortly discharge to Malibu Creek in the winter will no longer be an option
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2003 Malibu Creek Watershed 
Nutrient TMDL

• Implemented in 2005 NPDES Permit
– 8 mg/L (nitrate + nitrite)
– 3 mg/L (phosphorous)
– Discharge Prohibition remains (April 15 to November 15)

• Compliance
– $11M in nutrient reduction facilities 
– About $600,000/yr. to comply with prohibition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2003 the EPA established the Malibu Creek Watershed Nutrient TMDL.  A TMDL or Total Maximum Daily Load identifies impairments in a water body such as excess alge growth or excessive salts and uses a linkage analysis to identify causes.  Then they establish Water Quality Limits that they consider protective of the beneficial uses such as aquatic life or recreation.The 2003 TMDL set a limit of 8 mg/L of nitrate + nitrite for nitrogen for our discharge.  We also have a limit of 3 mg/L of NH4 so our total nitrogen limit is about 11 mg/L.The also set a phosphorous limit of 3 mg/L based on plant performance.To meet these new limits we made $11M of improvements in nutrient reduction facilities.  The discharge prohibition established in 1997 remined in place. So we also increased our ability to manage the “shoulder months”After making these significant investments we thought we were done building facilities to comply with nutrient limits in our discharge but ………………
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2013 Malibu Creek and Lagoon Sedimentation & 
Nutrient TMDL to Address Benthic Community 

Impacts 
• Established by EPA July 2013 and implemented by 

the LARWQCB May 2017
• Summer Limits (April 15 – November 15)

• 1 mg/L (total nitrogen) & 0.1 mg/L (total phosphorous)
• By May 16, 2022

• Winter Limits (November 16 – April 14)
• 4 mg/L (total nitrogen) & 0.2 mg/L (total phosphorous)
• By November 16, 2030

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2013 the EPA established the Malibu Creek …….. TMDL.  This was a unique TMDL in that it does not address a specific “pollutant” such as chloride or nutrients  but rather the impact of nutrients and sedimentation on the benefic mirco inveterbrae community or BMIs.  BMIs are those little bugs such as may flies and caddis flies that live on the bottom of the creek then emerge thru the water column to mate on the surface.  For all you fly fisherpersons out there These are the bugs we try to imitate with their flies so we can catch fish.  Depending the time of yeard and conditions we use flies that imitate the various life stages   The TMDL established a limit of 1 mg/L total nitrogen and 0.1 mg/L total phosphorous for the summer.  Potable water has anywhere from 1.1 to 1.3 mg/L of TN so we could not even discharge drinking water into the Creek without violating the TMDL.  As you may recall we are prohibited to discharging in the summer but are also required to based on creek flows.  We do have a strategy to manage this but that is a topic for another talk.The winter limits for TN were reduced to 4 mg/L and for TP to 0.2 mg/L compared to our current limits of 11 TN and 3 TPTo meet the TN limits we would need to retrofit Tapia to a MBR/RO plant and use large quantities of chemicals to precipitate the phosphorous out of silution doubling the amount of solids we handle.  
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New Seasonal Storage Reservoir

• New dam and reservoir
– 2,000 AF storage
– 1,000 to 2,000 feet in 

length
– Up to 200 feet high

• Three potential sites
• $114 to $165 million

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One obvious solution to the problem of excess recycled water is to build storage to store the excess water in the winter then use it in the purple pipe system in summer when there is a shortage .However there is more excess water then what we supplement in the summer so the purple pipe system would need to be expanded.  And since we have been serving recycled since the 1970sthere are not very many recycled water customers left in the JPA service areaAfter all the reservoir only works if you can empty it each summer to make room for excess water in the winter.However we started looking at this option and identified three sites (explain them)However we soon realized that this was a very expensive solution and it would be very difficult if not impossible to build a new reservoir in the SMM
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Stakeholder-Driven Process
• Began in January 2015
• Developed a “roadmap” to fully utilize recycled water
• Established “Guiding Principles”

– Maximize beneficial reuse
– Seek cost-effective solutions
– Seek partnerships beyond JPA
– Gain community support
– Govern with a partnership
– Be forward thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in 2015 we embarked on a stakeholder driven process to develop a road map to fully utilize our recycled waterThe stakeholders included the local cities in both LA and Ventura county, The NPS, state parks, resource agencies like the MRT, the City of LA, the RWQCB, MS4 permitees and the JPA to name a few.One of the first actions the JPA took was to establish “guiding principles” that steered the process and decisionsExplain them ………..
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The Process

Workshop #1
Context

Orientation

Analysis

Workshop #2
Convergence

Implementation
“Road Map”

Workshop #3
Affirmation

MWH

Individual Interviews

Small Group PESTLE

“The Team” BPAT

“The Team” Elements of the
Roadmap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly describe the process as consisting of a series of public workshops with the stakeholder, utilizing a “funnel approach”.First there was orientation where the background and issues were shared with groupThen a series of workshops where the group identified constraints, priorities and opportunitiesOur consultant Santec then analyzed the information obtained in the work shops and Six different potential solutions emerged.These ranged from advanced treatment at Tapia, seasonal storage and a large discharge facility to the LA RiverThe Stakeholder focused in on two solutionsConverting the LADWP Encino Reservoir in Woodland Hills to seasonal storage and Indirect Potable reuse using Las Virgenes Reservoir for surface water augmentationIn August 2016 the JPA selected Indirect Potable Reuse as the preferred solutionThe changelle with the Encino reservoir option was that LADWP is concerned with the seismic stability of the their dam and were not planning on conducting a seismic study for several years creating uncertainty for this solution 
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Potable Reuse w/ Las Virgenes Reservoir

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe the overall concept: new advanced water treatment plant (about 6 MGD) to purify excess recycled water to drinking water standards.AWT would be in the vicinity of Westlake Village.New pipelines would be needed to move purified water to Las Virgenes Reservoir, blending it with existing sources and extending the purple pipe system to the AWTAlso, brine line would be constructed to dispose of salty water from treatment process…likely running to Calleguas Salinity Management Pipeline in Ventura County.
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What are we doing now 
• Building a Demonstration Project
• Completed a AWT siting study
• Completed a Title XVI Feasibility Study
• Considering brine disposal options
• Seek Funding; USBOR, WIFIA, WRDA, Prop 1, 

LRP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that was a lot information and I hope it was of some interest but I thought I would close with telling you what we are doing now to move the Pure Water Project forwardExplain list
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What’s next
• Consider brine disposal options
• Additional modeling of Las Virgenes Reservoir 
• Start preliminary design and environmental 

analysis
• Consult with regulators; DDW, RWQCB
• Seek Funding; USBOR, WIFIA, WRDA, Prop 1, 

LRP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that was a lot information and I hope it was of some interest but I thought I would close with telling you what we are doing now to move the Pure Water Project forwardExplain list
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Potable Reuse In California

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What's in our future ?Maybe we will move from surface water augmentation to treated water augmentation where the purified water is just another raw water source in LVR or is piped directly into the distribution system. 
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Thank you 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you I appreciate your time are there any questions 
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